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Message from the Guest Editors

Dear Colleagues,

The topic for this Special Issue is “lived religion”, an
approach that focuses on ordinary people practices when
they engage in religious activities in everyday life. It does
not focus on religious prescriptions, even when we cannot
ignore them, but on how the ordinary persons adopt,
adapt, modify, and create religion. We are interested in
understanding how people invent alternative ways of being
religious or cultivate dimensions they consider sacred,
even if not prescribed by traditional religions.

The area of the publication is religion and social sciences,
so we do request that papers be based in empirical
research and contemporary cases.
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Message from the Editorial Board

Fresh developments in the disciplines that consistently
make significant contributions to our understanding of
religious personality, authority, devotion, and community -
disciplines ranging from psychology, sociology, and
anthropology to history, art history, philosophy, literary
criticism, and political science – fuel general, as well as
scholarly, interest in the world’s religions.

Religions is inviting innovative and comparative
contributions. Please consider Religions as an exceptional,
exciting enterprise ready to reward your trust, attention,
and participation.
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